VAPOR ACTUATED THERMOMETERS

V35 PANEL MOUNTED SERIES
Our V35 series Vapor Actuated Thermometers are manufactured to the highest standards for a wide range of uses and may be fitted into almost any temperature indicating application good for brass wetted parts. Since they are vapor actuated, they are not subject to indicator error due to ambient temperature variations along the wetted parts. Since they are vapor actuated, they are not subject to indicator error due to ambient temperature variations along the wetted parts. Since they are vapor actuated, they are not subject to indicator error due to ambient temperature variations along the wetted parts. Since they are vapor actuated, they are not subject to indicator error due to ambient temperature variations along the wetted parts.

- 3 ½” 300 SERIES STAINLESS STEEL CASE, U-CLAMP OR FRONT FLANGE CONFIGURATION, OTHER CASE SIZES AND STYLES AVAILABLE
- POLYCARBONATE LENS
- ALUMINUM DIAL WITH WHITE FINISH AND BLACK MARKINGS
- BRASS MOVEMENT AND PHOSPHOR BRONZE BOURDON TUBE
- ACCURACY = + OR – 1 SCALE DIVISION
- CONNECTION = REAR MOUNT CAPILLARY CONNECTION WITH A PLAIN STANDARD COPPER NICKEL BULB, ½” NPT CONNECTION.
- CAPILLARY LENGTH = 6’. OTHER LENGTHS AVAILABLE
- 30-240 DEGREES F, OTHER RANGES AVAILABLE

For Additional Information Please contact Us At (888) 650-6923